
The smart way
to get SOC 2 and
ISO 27001 compliant 
Secureframe is your all-in-one platform for integrated security

compliance and audit readiness.



The Secureframe difference

Get compliant in weeks,

not months

Fast

Get support from

compliance experts

Audit Experts

Know what you’re getting

at every step

Transparent

Best-in-class security that 

grows with you

Scalable

Hundreds of hours saved — for you

and your team

You don’t have time to fetch your vendor data 

or manually onboard employees. We’ve 

streamlined every step for you, automating 

hundreds of manual tasks. Your employees can 

easily onboard themselves through our 

seamless workflows, saving you both time.

Access to in-house compliance experts and 

preferred auditor network

We provide each customer with a dedicated 

compliance manager for end-to-end support. 

We can also connect you with one of our 

vetted partner auditors who are familiar with 

the Secureframe platform to conduct your 

audit.

Transparent process and pricing: Know exactly 

what you’re getting

Preparing for a SOC 2 can be confusing and full 

of surprises. We believe achieving best-in-class 

security should be transparent at every step. 

With our clear pricing and process, know 

exactly what you’re getting from the start. 

Scalable platform to maintain compliance

as you grow

Maintain your SOC 2 with ease as your 

company scales. Anytime you bring on new 

employees or vendors, we alert you if there’s a 

critical vulnerability and provide detailed 

guidance so you can fix it quickly and stay 

compliant.

Trusted by today’s leading companies



Get a readiness report to share with your auditor 

and your customers to show them your 

commitment to getting compliant. 

SOC 2 and ISO 27001 Readiness Report

We continuously scan and monitor your tech 

stack, from your cloud infrastructure to your 

vendors, for vulnerabilities and keep you 

compliant.

Continuous monitoring

Reports

Easily manage onboarding tasks and keep track 

of your progress towards getting audit ready. You 

can also assign tasks to individuals on your team 

for easier task management during the audit 

process.

Onboarding checklist and dashboard
for task management

Secureframe streamlines the full compliance process

Add repositories

Add devices

Add owner to 8 policies

Complete risk questionnaire

Ensure 12 employees complete security …

Assign

Assign Owner



Choose from our library of 40+ policies, adapt 

them for your organization, and publish to your 

employees.

40+ customized compliance policies

We integrate with 40+ core vendors and services, 

fetch their security data, and help you conduct 

risk assessments on your vendors. We can also 

highlight which employees have access to which 

vendors, including terminated employees.

Vendor risk management

Track your team’s background checks, security 

awareness training, and acceptance of security 

policies.

Employee onboarding



We automatically pull evidence, provide real-time 

alerts on non-conformities, and provide detailed 

guidance so you can fix them quickly. 

Automated evidence collection

Easily upload and classify evidence within the 

Data Room. You can also export specific or all 

pieces of evidence from one place.

Data room for easy uploads
and exports

Employees Reports

The employees background checks report - 

Report-New-Edit

Evidences 2.0

Background Check

Notes

We integrate with the most popular vendors 

across cloud providers (AWS, GCP), HR tools 

(Gusto, Rippling), Dev tools (Github, Bitbucket), 

and more to speed up the audit process.

40+ integrations Google Cloud Google Cloud

1Password 40+



Ready to get 
compliant? 
Reach out to                                             to learn more!sales@secureframe.com


